Stand plan

Legend:
- Service chest 50x30cm
- Fire hose
- Fire extinguisher

Maximum Height
- 4.58m
- 4.55m
- 4m
- 2.5m

Stand plan 5B201

Modified: 17 July 2020
Created: 08 June 2020

5B201
54 m²
Stand plan

Legend:
- Service chest 50x90cm
- Fire hose
- Fire extinguisher

Maximum Height
- 6m
- 5m (Under walkway projection + 25cm)
- 4.55m
- 4.5m
- 2.5m

Stand plan 5B301

Modified: 18 February 2020
Created: 13 February 2020
Column details - Gran Via
Hall 5

Column type C503
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